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Foreword
By Aurélie Pols

Paving the way towards a
responsible digitalised future
Such was the reminder from Giovanni Buttarelli, head of the
European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) to the audience
during the 2018 International Conference of Data Protection
and Privacy Commissioners – which included Apple’s Tim
Cook. He also sparked a global debate in 2016 on Ethics and
the future in terms of the respect of human dignity and autonomy, now that “the ink was dry on the GDPR”. The phrase
“ethics comes before, during and after the law” has been attributed to him in this document.
And in today’s online global duopoly – regardless of whether
we entrust a large chunk of our digital and mobile footprint
to the company originally founded by Steve Jobs or the other
one – this ‘great responsibility’ needs to be challenged.
Companies today work
at previously unfathomable scales of data
collection. These involve dynamic and
complex data ecosystems, as well as advanced concepts such
as compliance.

While obviously not all companies work at the level of complexity and scale of some of the tech giants, the accountability principle within the GDPR puts constraints on any company working with data – widely recognised as the new oil,
electricity, infrastructure or even water. So although the opportunities offered by data and the digitalisation of our societies are now taken as a given, these need to be balanced to
(as the GDPR notes in recital 4) “serve mankind”.
Companies can limit the risks of this balancing act by choosing a partner within the digital data ecosystem that holds accountability as part of its core values. As a long-standing European player in the digital data ecosystem formerly known
as “web analytics”, AT Internet has an obligation to abide by
the GDPR for their own data processing operations as well as
to support their customers.
AT Internet’s long-standing relationships with supervisory authorities have also historically allowed them to go above and
beyond compliance obligations, by incorporating privacy-by-design
features such as limiting IP addresses, now
recognised as personal
data under the GDPR.
AT Internet’s privacy
DNA meets the challenges of supporting its
customers’ compliance
obligations within the
framework of evolving
global “data privacy” legislations head on. A privacy-first approach that benefits the entire data ecosystem is part of the
company’s corporate social responsibility.

With great power comes
great responsibility.

The actors involved
are required to align to
support the robust principles of basic rights, where privacy
– in an increasingly globalised and digitalised world where
individuals’ lives are being ‘datafied’ (if not gamified) – plays
a fundamental role.
The lack of competition in the mobile market also inevitably
forces consumers to choose between the lesser of two evils.
Therefore the notion of trust around the use of data is under scrutiny – in short there needs to be a balance between
growth opportunities and the respect for individuals’ fundamental rights.

This document will demonstrate how a privacy-first approach
will support your company in mitigating risks and highlighting the pillars of AT Internet’s privacy-responsible approach.
This will ensure that your data practices are compliant as
well as ethical – both now and in the future – aligned with
the rule of law and supporting our collective responsibility,
paving the way towards a responsible digitalised future.

Introduction
Leveraging trust in data privacy
Data privacy has become a truly global movement over the
last decade. The implementation of the far-reaching GDPR
has set the framework for international data protection –
and served as a benchmark for the compliance obligations
that companies of all sizes need to meet in the 2020’s and
beyond.
However, in today’s rapidly shifting privacy landscape, simply
complying with the regulations isn’t enough. To gain a competitive edge (and distance themselves from non-compliant
data harvesting practices), companies need to be able to
prove to end users that they operate in an accountable and
lawful environment based on respect for human rights and
irreproachable ethics moving forward.

75%

By ensuring that privacy-driven minimised data collection is
at the centre of their market strategy – integrating advanced
technologies and adopting a proactive approach to performance monitoring and improvement, as well as compliance
through tool such as Data Protection Impact Assessments
(DPIA’s) – they can leverage GDPR-compliant, quality data as
an opportunity to create a virtuous cycle based on trust.
When companies minimise their data gathering, shorter
storage time provides fresher, more accurate, privacy-friendly and energy-efficient data. This in turn creates a win-win
where businesses can optimise their CX, boost their value
and significantly reduce their impact on the planet.

of firms now
identify data privacy
as a strategic priority
IBM, Data Privacy is the new strategic priority

#Safe with AT – a partner you can trust
For over 20 years, AT Internet has had a long-standing commitment to respecting user privacy and promoting the fundamental
values of data protection. This guide will demonstrate how our Analytics Suite is fully compliant with the GDPR and that we provide complete transparency on how we collect, process and use data, both on our websites and those of our customers using
our digital analytics solutions. In short, we cover all your privacy concerns, both now and in the future, so you don’t have to.
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Data Privacy
so far…

Constructing
the manipulation
machine
Over the last 15 years, activity on the Internet has become increasingly centralised. The sites where people search, send messages, and buy goods have shrunk to a handful of walled gardens. As a result, the online environment has become a highly
sterile, monopolised ecosystem where a small number of domineering players have all the control.
In the early days of the commercialisation of the ‘free web’, it developed into a business model for publishers to provide costfree services and online content to users – paid for by advertising. As the ad tech industry evolved, users became banner blind
to the tsunami of advertising – and the ads they viewed had less and less impact. So to up their game, companies began to rely
on the collection and use of user data – something that was previously impossible in traditional advertising.
The ability to collect and extract information from people as they travel across the web has become extremely valuable.
The more data a company has about an individual, the more they can understand their preferences, predict what decisions
they’re going to make and significantly influence them at strategic moments in time – this can range from nudging users to buy
products to spreading fake news and even controlling how people vote in key elections.

2.45B
Number of monthly Facebook
users in the third quarter of 2019
WhatsApp (Facebook), and Google are
also still increasing their user bases

4B
Estimated number of
Internet users = over half
the planet’s population

3.5B+
people around the world
who now use a Smartphone nearly 3B are on social media

$330B
Value of the ad tech
industry worldwide
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Data Privacy scandals
and the GDPR –
growing public awareness
For a long time the public wasn’t aware of the existence of the massive data
collection apparatus. However, the widely publicised Cambridge Analytica
scandal at the start of 2018 (when Facebook exposed the profiles of 87 million users to Cambridge Analytica without their consent for political advertising purposes) was a watershed moment and permanently changed the
understanding of personal data and perception of the Internet. But there’s
still a huge mountain to climb.

98
74%

Most of today’s
data is personal in
one way or another.
Ariel Ezrachi - Fellow and Tutor in Law
at Pembroke College, Oxford

Number of different data points Facebook collects on each individual: their exact location,
their marital status, their occupation, their income and net worth, their home value, etc.

of users do not
know this list exists

The GDPR came into force a few months later, and the series of high profile fines for breaches has placed the issue of data privacy firmly under
the public spotlight. In the midst of the continuing explosion of connected
devices, trust in how companies use and manipulate user data is at an alltime low.

The GDPR has
significantly improved
awareness about data
and how we use it, and
what data we are using.
Rachel Glasser, chief privacy officer at global digital agency,
Wunderman Thompson.
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93%

45%

of Internet users
worry about their
privacy online

89%

do not trust
companies with their
personal information

A major factor in today’s toxic data environment is the profiling of Internet
users by the adtech ‘data industrial complex’. There is now widespread
awareness that individually targeted ads accelerate misinformation and
the spread of fake news – and that the lack of transparency risks the security of people’s data on a massive scale and constitutes Internet-enabled
mass surveillance. This is amplified by the total lack of competition in
the online landscape as well as the scale of the tech companies and their
market share.

Tech companies face
a ‘privacy paradox’ - to
enrich their customers’
experiences without
betraying their trust.

avoid doing business with
companies they believe don’t
protect their data

The right to privacy
may exist on paper –
but not in the online
Wild West.
UK Joint Committee on Human Rights

The tech giants and their ‘cascading monopolies’ are at the heart of
the privacy storm and have received the most publicised fines for data
privacy breaches – including Google’s 50M fine imposed by the French
CNIL in January 2019.
However, there have also been over 160,000 data breach notifications
across the EU, including formal demands for fines on British Airways
(€213M) and Marriott (€115M) for alleged poor security arrangements
and failure to carry out appropriate due diligence.

Mary Meeker, Kleiner Perkins

CLICK
HERE

The top 12 criticisms
and case in defence
of the GDPR
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Tracker consent
issues
There is considerable uncertainty in terms of the obligations of data controllers in the digital sphere. While the GDPR’s definition of ‘personal data’ and what consent implies continues to evolve, the main uncertainty has been around the regulation’s
potential alignment with ePrivacy. Issues revolve primarily around consent, and whether it is necessary, as well as the rise of
consent management tools and whether they are compliant.
This has led to considerable confusion over cookie consent banners and how they should be implemented – with the GDPR
leaving a grey area in the practicalities of the regulation, which has allowed many companies to make do with providing a soft
opt-in. This equates to consent that is not based on an explicit action by the user – who are deemed to have given consent by
simply continuing to navigate a website.
The lack of clarity for the purpose of consent is at the heart of the issue. Companies remain vague as to why they are requesting consent – is it ‘necessary’ to comply with the GDPR or with the aim of carrying out more profiling/RTB activities?
As highlighted in the Planet 49 case, sites have been known to provide pre-checked consent boxes essentially forcing users to
consent to installing cookies on their browsers as well as being contacted by third-party companies for marketing purposes,
if they want to continue using an online service. When the purposes for consent are bundled into pre-checked boxes, free
consent becomes non-existent.

93%
of companies apply a
cookie banner display
on their landing page

However

78%
start immediate
tracking before consent
has been granted

42%
continue tracking even
after users opt out

Data Privacy - Chapter 1
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A plethora of cookie banners exist online today and there is a total lack of conformity in how they are used. This obviously
translates into lack of clarity on how the data flows behind the banners are also processed. Below are some of the types of
banners currently in use:
• The ICO UK-approved cookie banner – the benchmark example provides clear details on how the ICO “collects reliable
information to make their website better, while remaining compliant with the rules on cookies and their own guidance,
and the option of turning off consent – click here for the ICO’s cookie banner guidelines as well as consent management
and cookie usage information.
• Implicit banner – these notify the users about the cookies the site will use and only loads them if they accept. The users
can choose what cookies they do not want the site to load. If the users select accept without making any choice, the page
will load all the cookies by default.
• Explicit banner – these provide users the option to set their cookie preference. Only the cookies that the users have selected will load upon their confirmation. Some of them have a reject button, choosing which will load only the necessary
cookies.

European DPA
responses underway
With the potential arrival of the ePrivacy Regulation (ePR), and European Supervisory Authorities looking to fill the interim gaps
in the law, several authorities are taking affirmative action in enforcing digital privacy measures.
In 2019, the Spanish DPA fined the company Vueling for failing to offer adequate options for cookie management on its website. While the Dutch DPA published guidelines stating that that permission needs to be freely obtained in advance for the
placing of any tracking software – including third-party cookies, tracking pixels, and browser fingerprinting tech.

Google’s approach
to consent
Another major issue is the complete lack of transparency in Google’s approach to user consent. This was the basis of the €50M
fine by the French CNIL in 2019 against Google Android and its failure to meet transparency requirements and a legal basis
for processing data. Although focussed on Android, CNIL’s complaint focussed on Google’s overall approach to privacy with
implications across its entire business scope – including analytics – labelling the giant’s data processing policies as “massive
and intrusive”.
It found that the information it provides “is not easily accessible for users”, as it is “excessively disseminated across several
documents” and requires as many as five or six actions to access. The fact that consent to use Google’s services applies to their
entire ecosystem adds a layer of complexity that is unfathomable to users.
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The CNIL added to this in February 2020, when it stated that most large measurement offerings such as Google Analytics,
Quantcast Analytics and Facebook Analytics don’t fall within the scope of its cookie consent exemption as they are commercial
solutions that reuse data for their own purposes. Criteo is also under investigation by the authority, following a complaint filed
by privacy rights campaign group Privacy International.

GOOGLE’S PRIVACY SANDBOX
Google announced in early 2020 it would end support for
third-party cookies in Chrome by 2022 or sooner. Google
said it would use its “Privacy Sandbox” as an arena to develop
alternatives for ad targeting and conversion tracking. Many
are saying that it’s a further attempt to propagate its market
share in the non-competitive online landscape and effectively crush small independent players that do not invest in the
tech giant.

This is a sledgehammer
approach, executed by a
company that brands,
advertisers, and even users
have no reason to trust.
Margie Schneider, Search Marketing Manager

Companies unprepared
for new regulations
Despite the GDPR being in effect for nearly two years, there is still widespread and inadequate compliance as well as a low level
of ‘readiness’ for upcoming regulations.

100

countries+ across
the globe

have some type of Data Protection
law and are working on their own
frameworks – many of them are looking towards GDPR and the EU model.

CLICK
HERE

CLICK
HERE

Infographic on
privacy regulations
around the world

Discover
the comparison
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59%

29%

of companies report that they are
currently meeting all or most
of the GDPR’s requirements

expect
to get there
within a year

GDPR-ready challenges
Data security, employee training, and keeping up with evolving regulations.
(Cisco Data Privacy Benchmark Study 2019)

Many companies understand the benefits of a comprehensive data privacy approach but find it difficult to implement. Often,
this is not down to a lack of resources, but rather to a lack of maturity in their approach.
While relatively few companies are fully confident in their ongoing ability to comply with emerging privacy regulations, those
that do tend to use more mature approaches to policies and standards as well as technology and automation to maintain and
scale their strategies over time.
While smaller companies are taking privacy more seriously in the face of potentially large fines, many multinationals have had
strong privacy frameworks and officers in place for a long time, so for them the GDPR has been more about formalising their
privacy efforts.

<28%

of firms say they are compliant
with the GDPR today

30%
are only ‘close
to compliant’

<50%

of US companies are prepared
to comply with the CCPA
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Regulation enforcement
and resistance
COMING SOON IN THE GDPR…
The GDPR has been accused of a lack of enforcement since it was
introduced in 2018. Increased GDPR-breach penalties are predicted for 2020. However, it takes time to build a robust case to
justify higher fines as supervisory authorities across Europe have
been staffing up their enforcement teams and getting to grips
with the new regime.
Cross-country collaborations have also slowed down the breach
investigations – due to the challenges of the various European
authorities working efficiently together.

Two years after the
GDPR came in, it is still not
enforced - EU member states
and the EU Commission
must act.
Wolfie Christl, adtech privacy researcher

However, the tech giants with their armies of litigation lawyers (and claims of newly recruited ‘privacy engineers’) are one step
ahead. By basing themselves in Ireland’s ‘one-stop-shop’, they not only benefit from the attractive business rates, but effectively operate in a GDPR-proof environment with the complete inability of the Irish DPC to deal with the 4,000+ GDPR complaints
per year. The UK ICO has also been criticised recently with claims of ‘regulatory ambivalence’ and that the ad tech real-time
bidding industry (along with surveillance capitalism in general) is “out of control”.
Nevertheless, the European Court of Justice is expected in 2020
to increasingly influence what is permissible or not under the regulation, in terms of data uses, international data transfers as well
as definitions of roles played within the (digital) data ecosystem,
i.e. controllers, processors and joint controllers.
The European Court of Human Rights is also expected to take
significant action – as highlighted by the ‘SyRI’ judgement in the
Dutch court.

The rules of competition exist and, like all
economic players, GAFA
must respect them.
Thierry Breton, Should the GAFAs be dismantled?

COMING SOON IN THE GDPR…
The CCPA had been described as a watered-down version of the GDPR and its fine details are still being ironed out. The main
cases are expected through common law as the CCPA has a limited right to act for now. Fines will likely appear retrospectively and the ad industry are waiting for specific legal cases to be presented – labelling the regulation as it currently stands as
‘ambiguous’. Several other states in the US are also bringing in privacy regulations, and the goal is to replace the patchwork
of different national requirements with a unified standard pitched at the same level as the CCPA. This includes the potentially
seismic Washington State Privacy Act.
A new initiative driven by Alastair Mactaggart (the initiator of the CCPA) called “The California Privacy Rights and Enforcement
Act of 2020,” will appear on the November 2020 ballot in California. It aims to create new rights around the use and sale of
sensitive personal information and provide enhanced protection for children by tripling CCPA’s fines. Watch this space…

Data Privacy - Chapter 1
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AND THE EPR..?
Despite the lack of uniform rules at the EU level, the ePR (ePrivacy Regulation) is set for its long-anticipated release. It’s essentially an update on the regulation of electronic communications within the European Union, in order to increase privacy for
individuals and entities first brought about by the Commission’s Telecoms package back in 2002. It should replace the current
directive and act as a complement/”Lex specialis” to the GDPR – becoming immediately enforceable as law in all member states
simultaneously. This will considerably simplify the playing field for European companies working in e-communication who
currently have to apply the GDPR and specify their own national legislation based on the ePrivacy directive.
The ePR is a part of the wider Digital Single Market Strategy, an initiative that aims to open up digital opportunities for people
and business and enhance Europe’s position as a world leader in the digital economy in the face of the US giants. The Commission has also set out strategies for data and Artificial Intelligence in the EU to essentially “shape Europe’s digital future”,
covering everything from cybersecurity to critical infrastructures, digital education, and the media.

2

Boosting
long-term
Value
CHAPTER 2
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The significant benefits
of a privacy-compliant
approach
As data protection and privacy regulations around the world increase, companies need to move forward with the most beneficial philosophy – moving from zero sum to positive sum, adopting
privacy-by-design to proactively forge a win-win where privacy
drives trust and value.
Adopting an ethical and GDPR-compliant approach for data privacy can provide a range of significant benefits for organisations.

Smart organisations will
embrace privacy and embed it into their systems to
ensure quality results.
Deloitte, Have it all – Protecting Privacy in the Age of Analytics

Boost brand confidence
with consumers
As the digital world evolves into a trust economy, the most valuable asset in today’s digital world is the confidence customers
have in an enterprise’s commitment and ability to protect their privacy and data. When the World Economic Forum identified
a set of levers that businesses can use to improve positive engagement, increasing trust in the use of personal data came out
in the top three.

59%
of customers believe their
personal information is
vulnerable to a security breach

<55%
of customers understand
how companies use
their data

However

51%
of customers are comfortable with
companies applying relevant information about them in exchange for
personalised engagement
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BETTER CX
Companies that implement a comprehensive ethical privacy strategy in turn provide better customer experiences
which inevitably leads to improved CTR’s and customer retention. Privacy by Design browsers offer safer and faster
online journeys as the majority of the tracking is blocked.

We’ve seen CTR’s of about
16% - resulting in millions of
views and hundreds of thousands of clicks.
Jonathan Sampson, web developer, Brave Software

IMPROVED CUSTOMER LOYALTY
In terms of loyalty programs, consumer participation is 74% for GDPR-compliant companies, compared to 54% for the non-compliant firms. 80% of compliant firms agree that the number of data subjects targeted in campaigns has increased thanks to the
GDPR, compared to 57% of non-compliant firms. Online purchases also increased since the GDPR went into effect for 83% of
compliant firms, compared to 63% of non-compliant firms.

93%
Of the

would recommend
that company

92%

95%

would buy more
products and services

91%

of customers who say their
trust in a company makes
them more likely to be loyal

88%
86%

buy more
frequently

spend
more money

would share
their experiences
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ELEVATED TRUST
Simply put, customers are more likely to trust companies with their personal information if they give them control over what
information is collected about them and are transparent about how their information is used. This means clearly demonstrating their commitment to protecting customer information, putting in place a strong privacy policy, asking for explicit consent
to use client information and committing to not sharing their information without permission.

88%

76%

of marketers consider trust in
their brand a priority in 2019.
Marketers see gaining consumer
trust as vital to business growth

state that trust is crucial
to keeping consumers
buying their brand

Four out of
every five
compliant organisations
say they had driven better
organisational reputation and
consumer satisfaction
_
high consumer
participation in
loyalty programs

81%

say the GDPR
has had a positive
impact on the
organisation’s
reputation/brand
image

84%

said trust had increased

76%

have seen a revenue increase, with strong performance
driving benefits such as greater customer loyalty and
increases in online purchasing

81%

of compliant organisations said
improved consumer trust and
satisfaction had a positive impact on
targeted leads for marketing

€167m
to over
€300m
Diminished value and
reputation from
Data privacy breach
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According to a recent survey by the European Commission, 65% of people who provide personal data online now feel that they
have at least some control over this data. Companies with high transparency and control are likely to have more trust of big
data practices and are more likely to generate positive word of mouth.

Appeal to investors
Embedding data protection and privacy processing principles into the organisational culture is key to its long-term value and
success. When a company has strong privacy practices in place, it makes it far more appealing to investors. Companies that
provide high levels of data transparency and control are inevitably more shielded from data breaches and the financial fallout.
GDPR-ready companies experienced lower overall costs associated with data breaches including fewer records impacted and
shorter downtimes.

92%
of executives from compliant

35%

firms say their organisation has
gained a competitive advantage
from compliance with the GDPR

saw positive
revenue growth

30%
of companies with a solid privacy
strategy experienced reduced risk of
enforcement action or regulatory fines

While those that neglect to tell customers how they use their data or offer any control are at the greatest risk of financial harm.
Adherence to the security requirements of the GDPR does not provide any guarantees that security breaches will not occur.
However, the adoption of appropriate technical and organisational measures should reduce the likelihood of such incidents
and, in the event that a breach does occur, put the organisation in a better position to mitigate the risks.
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Companies that provide customers

Companies that fail to explain their

high privacy control have no

data privacy practices experience

significant change in their stock

a 1.5 times larger drop in stock

price after a data breach.

price following a breach.

64%

80%

of non GDPR-compliant firms losses
from data breaches totalling at
least €450,000, compared to only
37% of GDPR-ready companies.

of Fortune 500 firms don’t tell
their customers how they use
their data or offer any control.

Enhance accountability
& privacy values
The protection of personal data requires accountability and documentation that defines the principles a company uses when
processing personal data across its entire lifecycle. This means implementing processes that ensure employees are sufficiently aware of data protection and have had the necessary training. By setting up a comprehensive data protection curriculum,
adapted to different functions, the risk of data breaches caused by employee mishandling of data is greatly reduced. Ensuring
that data privacy is embedded in the organisational culture can build trust in the organisation and capitalise on ethical use of
technology.

53%

of compliant firms have established
a public set of values that include
protection of individuals’ data,
compared to 36% of non-compliant firms.
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Enable agility and innovation
Beyond the direct benefits of increased revenue and enhanced reputation, the GDPR has also led to greater-than-expected improvement in internal processes. Having the optimum data controls in place with everything organised and catalogued significantly improves operational efficiency. This can lead not only to higher productivity but stronger overall business performance.

REDUCE SALES DELAYS
GDPR-compliant organisations experience shorter sales delays due to privacy concerns in selling to existing customers –
3.4 weeks vs. 5.4 weeks for the least GDPR-compliant organisations. The areas the top privacy players excelled in include:
•

Investigating customer requests for privacy needs

•

Translating privacy information into customer languages

•

Educating customers about an organisation’s privacy practices

•

Redesigning products to meet customer privacy needs

IMPROVED PROCESSES
91% of executives from compliant organisations have reported improvements in the processes for handling and managing
personal data. The range of benefits includes:
•

IT transformation

•

Cybersecurity practices

•

Organisational change

SHORTER DOWNTIMES
GDPR-ready companies also experienced shorter system downtimes associated with a breach, which is connected to better
management of their data assets. And 79% of compliant organisations reporting an improvement in employee morale.

Minimise your data collection
Moving beyond the outdated big data philosophy of collecting, storing and accumulating massive data, minimisation is the
practice of limiting the collection of personal information to that which is directly relevant and necessary to accomplish a specified purpose. This is in line with the GDPR which states (as one of its main principals) that the collection of personal data must
be adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which it is processed. Minimisation also
reduces storage costs and the potential breach costs associated with the risk of big data collection.

BOOST EFFICIENCY

ACT FASTER

Aside from GDPR-compliance, reducing your data to the essential minimum is more efficient – it allows companies to streamline their collection and have a clear vision of the data they’re processing, which in turn contributes to better CX.
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Fewer requests minimises the processing time and a more efficient API data flow means that it can be sent far more rapidly to
the data warehouse for speedier processing. Shorter storage times also provide fresher, more accurate, privacy-friendly and
energy-efficient data – all of which can be used to optimise decision-making.

MINIMISATION HELPS THE ENVIRONMENT
Data collection and storage has a huge ecological cost – processing less means polluting less. Companies can embark on more
intelligent energy consumption by only turning on servers when they are required.
By optimising log management, companies can save on the 90% of logs that are never used. And less energy-intensive requests
means that they can carry out exports and automation without preloading. Pooling resources in the cloud also consumes less
energy and is therefore more environmentally friendly.

8%

amount of world’s
electricity data centres could
consume by 2030.

REAP THE OVERALL BENEFITS OF AN ETHICAL APPROACH
Privacy-driven ethics and digital sobriety are opportunities for brands to optimise performance. By using an independent tool
that is privacy-compliant, combined with the minimisation of collected/calculated data, companies can initiate a virtuous circle
at the service of digital ecology – where their data is more accurate, more reliable, more respectful and less harmful to the planet.
Fewer requests minimises the processing time and a more efficient API data flow
means that it can be sent far more rapidly to the data warehouse for speedier
processing. Shorter storage times also provide fresher, more accurate, privacy-friendly and energy-efficient data – all of which can be used to optimise decision-making.

Ethics comes
before, during
and after the law.

Giovanni Buttarelli, European Data Protection Supervisor

3

The risks
of noncompliance
CHAPTER 3
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The costs of a conviction
for non-compliant
use of personal data
For decision-makers assessing the potential cost of working with data
that is not GDPR-compliant, the prospect of being hit with a hefty fine is
just the tip of the iceberg. Following a conviction for non-compliant use
of personal data, a deluge of long-tail costs kick in following a fine, not
to mention collateral brand damage that can drag on for years (as well
as data flows actually being cut while the legal action is in process.) This
can include investigation and escalation measures, notification communication costs, post data-breach response actions, lost business and irreparable damage to the company’s reputation. The notion of providing
users with compensation in the future also open the potential for class
actions in the EU.

€3.91M
Average cost of a data breach

11%

Long-tail costs that can occur
more than 2 years after a breach

Lost business is
the biggest data breach
cost and impacts
organisations for years.
Ponemon Institute/IBM – Cost of a Data
Breach Report, 2019

279 days
2019 lifecycle of a data breach

95% higher
Cost of a breach in organisations without
adequate privacy measures
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Upfront costs of a breach
A HEFTY FINE
A fine under the GDPR amounts to €20M or 4% of worldwide turnover. Since the GDPR was implemented, the total fines have
topped €408.5M which includes the €50M Google fine. Fines have covered a wide range of sectors and countries throughout
Europe.

An interactive barometer of

CLICK
HERE

GDPR fines so far from our
partner Empirik

Long-tail costs of a breach
TIME = MONEY
BREACH MANAGEMENT, NOTIFICATION, POST BREACH
requests for information following a breach take up a considerable amount of time as companies need to act quickly.

279 days

average time to
identify and
contain a breach.

Companies are faced with the expense of notifying all parties concerned, implementing assessment and audit measures, and
managing a crisis team. Legal communication with regulators over the determination of all regulatory requirements can imply
working with external experts. Post breach costs can also involve costs associated with reparation activities with data subjects
and regulators.

€3.87M
in 2018

to

€3.93M
in 2019
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LOST BUSINESS
This can translate into reduced customer turnover and the need for product discounts, business disruption, and system downtime. as a result of system downtime or damage to a brands reputation. Cost of business disruption and revenue losses from
system downtime. Then companies have the subsequent costs of acquiring new customers…

3.55M
average cost of a data breach –
Ponemon Institute/IBM – Cost of a
Data Breach Report, 2019.

Data breaches can also put companies at a competitive disadvantage as
customers leave the breached firm en masse. This switching behaviour ultimately benefits the breached firm’s competitors, as captured in their stock
returns.

€1.29M
the average costs of lost business
due a data breach - Lost business =
36% percent of the total cost
of a data breach.

A good corporate
privacy policy can
shield firms from the
financial harm posed
by a data breach.
Harvard Business Review – A Strong Privacy
Policy Can Save Your Company Millions,
February, 2018

Loss of reputation
Perhaps the most significant damage from a data privacy breach can be reputation losses and diminished goodwill – this can
apply to customers, investors and their general long-term perception of the company. It is also easy to lose customers to the
vicious cycle of trust in their data privacy. As the world accelerates into the trust economy, customers increasingly demand
hyper-relevant online experiences but are reluctant to hand over their data to providers they don’t trust.
However, the future of privacy is about moving above and beyond reactive compliance. By establishing data privacy as strategic business driver, it is possible to embrace data protection and privacy regulations as a key competitive differentiator.

4

AT Internet’s
commitment

CHAPTER 4
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#Safe with AT
For over 20 years, AT Internet has been a leading independent, digital analytics provider. Data Privacy has always been at the
heart of our approach and we have long held the protection of user data and the respect for user privacy as a core value and
guiding principle. Our Analytics Suite is fully compliant with the GDPR, and we are dedicated to setting the best example for our
customers and industry peers, with the highest standards of data protection and privacy. It’s part of our DNA.
We are fully committed to respecting user privacy and promoting the fundamental values of data protection – providing complete transparency on how we collect, process and use data, both on our websites and those of our customers using our digital
analytics solution.
Working in a range of industries, including Media, Finance and E-Commerce, our privacy-by-design approach gives our customers and their internal teams peace of mind in the knowledge that they are working with a trusted partner as well as a distinct
competitive advantage.

WE COVER YOUR PRIVACY BASES,
SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO
As a certified private-by-design analytics provider AT Internet covers all your privacy bases – by working with us, you’re in safe
hands. Our business is audience measurement, and we are emphatically not an advertising player – the data we collect is not
shared with any other actor and is the sole property of our customers.
We act as a subcontractor for our customers responsible for processing. This means that we have no specific purpose for the
data we collect and that we therefore have no cross-site data cross-referencing activity. All processing of audience measurement is based on the principle of the data subject’s consent – expressed in a free, specific, informed and unambiguous manner.

ART.6

CLICK HERE

Our approach is fully aligned with
the Lawfulness of Processing
conditions in the GDPR

Particularly that the data subject must provide consent to the processing of their personal data for one or more specific
purposes.
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AT Internet’s Privacy Pillars

TRUST

OWNERSHIP

COMPLIANCE

AT Internet is a trusted third-party
player in the industry of audience measurement. We are certified by organisations such as the ACPM and Médiamétrie to provide official figures on the
number of visitors to sites and applications.

We act as a subcontractor for our customers responsible for processing.

We provide our customers with a Personal Data Processing Agreement defining the roles and responsibilities of
each of the parties.

We propose a solution that can benefit
from the exemption of the collection of
consent and support our customers in
the implementation of the conditions
given by the CNIL.

We contractually guarantee our customers full ownership of the data we
collect and process on their behalf.
We have no specific purpose for this
data, and we do not share it with any
third party.

We provide our customers with Privacy
functionality to ensure they have the
optimum strategy for the processing of
personal data.
We are organised to meet our own obligations, including the appointment of a
DPO, the keeping of processing activity
registers and the procedures for responding to the rights of the data subjects.

As a subcontractor, we implement technical and organisational measures to
ensure data security and quality.
We provide all the necessary transparency for audience measurement processing.

1

We store our audience measurement
data in the European Union without any
transfer to third countries.

2

3
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A partner you can TRUST
At AT Internet, we ensure that we provide complete transparency in the information given to our customers for their end
users, and that this information is easily accessible and expressed in a clear manner. This means specifying to all our website
and app publishers who gather personal data, precisely how this information is collected and used. This is fully in line with the
GDPR – which states in article 5 that “Personal data shall be processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation
to the data subject”.

•

Type of data collected – We provide a list of dimensions and metrics showing which navigational information is collected from Internet users via our solution. This is an exhaustive list, so we advise you to highlight (in your explanations to
users) the information which is most relevant to your particular usage of the solution.

•

Purpose of processing – As data controller, you must be able to explain the purpose of your using an audience measurement solution to your users. Our DPA provides a clear definition of the purpose of AT Internet’s solution processing.

•

Data storage – If your processing involves a transfer of data outside the European Union, and to a country that is not
recognised by the EU as providing a sufficient level of security, you need to explain this to your users and ensure there
is an adequate level of security (refer to articles 13, 14 and chapter V of the GDPR). However, as stated in our DPA,
AT Internet ensures that all your Analytics data is processed and stored in the European Union.

•

Data retention period (custom) – By default, all the “raw data” we collect as well as “processed data” is conserved for the
duration of the contract between AT Internet and our customers. As data controller, the customer can also define this
conservation period to the nearest month.

Our customers
always own their data
Our customers always maintain complete ownership of their data. As one of the
only European analytics players on the market, AT Internet is not involved in any
advertising activity whatsoever and only ever acts as a trusted third party – we
never act as a third-party collector, because we never use the data for advertising purposes, for ourselves or for partners. 100% of the data we collect is used
and entirely owned by the site making the measurement. We have no hidden
agenda!
In addition, we act as a processor for our customers responsible for processing.
We also contractually guarantee our customers full ownership of the data we
collect and process on their behalf – we have no specific purpose for this data,
and we do not share it with any third party.

By signing
AT Internet’s DPA
at the start of the
process, you demonstrate compliance.
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Our GDPR compliance
AT Internet’s audience measurement operates in an entirely consent-driven environment. This aligns with the GDPR in terms
of digital analytics, which states in article 6 that: “Processing shall be lawful if the data subject has given consent to the processing of their personal data for one or more specific purposes” This also applies to the right to withdraw consent – Article 7
specifies that: “The data subject shall have the right to withdraw their consent at any time. Prior to giving consent, the data
subject shall be informed thereof. It shall be as easy to withdraw as to give consent.”

•

Consent Management – In tangible terms, managing consent for standard AT Internet’s Analytics data is done by placing a
cookie (or not placing it) on the “web” side and via transmitting the mobile ID (or not transmitting it) on the “mobile app” side.

•

Cookie (tracker) management – When managing the placement of cookies, we recommend that you look carefully at how
cookies are applied, their potential impact on your Analytics solution, and the various options available for configuration.
Until the ePrivacy component of the GDPR comes into force, each recommendation from each national authority should
be taken into account for managing the placement of cookies.

For more information, please consult this list of European national data protection authorities
•

For websites – In addition to the fact that users can completely block cookies at the browser level (see each browser’s
settings), AT Internet offers a set of methods to manage user’s consent as a reconciliation of data after consent, for 1st
party cookies exclusively. And, of course, Opt-Out mechanisms, so that you can provide your users with the possibility of
withdrawing their consent at any moment in a simple way.

•

For mobile apps – It’s up to our customers to choose (via the product/project manager/developers) which ID will be used
to track their users when they implement our Software Development Kit in their application. They need to ensure that
they display a clear and sufficiently detailed informational screen, e.g. during application launch, which explains how the
user ID is used, and directly offer two alternatives to either accept or refuse this usage. It is also necessary to give users
the possibility of withdrawing their consent at any moment, in a simple and clear way.

•

For any other platforms (voice assistants, connected TVs/vehicles etc.) – We work with our customers on a case by case
basis to find the optimum settings to ensure lawful data collection and processing.

•

Our Data Processing Agreement – To ensure your compliance, AT Internet provide its customers with a Data
Processing Agreement (DPA). This defines the types and categories of data collected, as well as data subjects, the nature, purposes and duration of processing including the conditions of their lawfulness, a point
of contact to discuss privacy-related issues, data security and the GDPR, and our responsibilities and yours.
Our DPA is in full compliance with Article 28 of the GDPR which states that “Processing by a processor shall be governed
by a contract or other legal act that is binding on the processor with regard to the controller and that sets out the subject-matter and duration of the processing, the nature and purpose of the processing, the type of personal data and
categories of data subjects and the obligations and rights of the controller.”
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How we deal with User Rights
Our DPA specifies exactly how data subjects exercise their rights.
From an analytics point of view, this involves:

•

The right to access and erasure: To access personal data collected from a website or mobile app, the Internet user must
be able to provide their cookie or mobile ID

•

The right to limitation of processing and right to object: these rights pertain to the options given to Internet users to limit
tracking of their navigation

This is in compliance with articles 15-21, the GDPR on the user rights of data subjects, particularly in terms of access, erasure,
rectification, limitation of processing, portability and the right to object.

Our comprehensive Support
& Expertise
AT Internet provides comprehensive consulting and auditing services and we have over 20 years analytics experience accompanying our customers. We provide unlimited support via our team of expert analytics consultants and customer success managers. We also have a DPO in place and legal team specialising in data privacy to support our customers in their compliancy
strategy.
Our tagging guide has been designed in line with data minimisation principles and we are experts in consent management,
consent exemption and out of scope processing.

Glossary

READ ON
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Ad blocking or ad filtering
A software capability for removing or altering online advertising in a web browser or an application. The most popular
ad blocking tools are browser extensions. Other methods
are also available.

Ad exchange
An ad exchange is a technology platform that facilitates the
buying and selling of media advertising inventory from multiple ad networks. Prices for the inventory are determined
through bidding.

Ad targeting
Also known as targeted advertising, this is an ad technique
where ads are placed in specific areas of the screen to increase visibility and “clickability” or to push personalised
ads based on the user’s past behaviours and preferences.
Targeted ads are aimed at prospects and customers based
on demographics, psychographics, behaviour and other second-order activities that are learned usually through data
exhaust produced by users themselves. Alternative methods
are audience, contextual, interest-based, language, placement and psychographic targeting.

online advertising campaign for a particular website as well
as the effectiveness of email campaigns.

CMP (Consent Management Platform)
A CMP is a platform that can be used by the publishers for
requesting, receiving and storing users’ consent; for storing
the list of preferred vendors along with why they’ve been collecting the users’ information; and for updating the collected
consents (if a user triggered the action). Numerous Consent
Management Platform (CMP) solutions exist on the market
enabling you to manage how you gather consent. They may
have differing functional logic and may or may not be tied to
a Tag Management System (TMS).

Consent
According to Article 4 (8) of the GDPR, consent means any
freely given specific, informed and explicit indication of his or
her wishes by which the data subject, either by a statement
or by a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to personal data relating to them being processed.

Cross-border processing

Advertising Technology is a range of software and tools that
brands and agencies use to strategise, set up, and manage
their digital advertising activities. The adtech ecosystem has
two major entities – the advertiser (the demand-side) and
the publisher (the supply-side).

As defined in the GDPR, cross-border processing is an instance of personal data processing that has a connection to
more than one member state because the data controller
or data processor processes personal data in the context of
activities at establishments in more than one member state;
or processes personal data at a single establishment but to
a significant degree affect or are likely to affect data subjects
in more than one member state.

Article 29 Working Party

Data Controller

Adtech

The Article 29 Data Protection Working Party was set up under the Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and
on the free movement of such data. It has advisory status
and acts independently. More information via this link.

CNIL
The CNIL, Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et de la
Liberté, is the French Data Protection Agency. Created in
1978, the CNIL is an independent administrative body that
operates in accordance with the data protection legislation
of the 6th January 1978 as amended on the 6th August 2004.
The independence of the CNIL is guaranteed on account of
its composition and organisation. The CNIL is responsible for
ensuring that information technology remains at the service
of citizens. More information here.

Click-through rate (CTR)
The CTR is the ratio of users who click on a specific link to
the number of total users who view a page, email, or advertisement. It is commonly used to measure the success of an

According to Article 4 (5) of the GDPR, the Data Controller is a
natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other
body which alone or jointly with others determines the purposes, conditions and means of the processing of personal
data; where the purposes, conditions and means of processing are determined by Union law or Member State law, the
controller or the specific criteria for his nomination may be
designated by Union law or by Member State law.

Data Industrial Complex
First coined by Apple’s CEO Tim Cook, this refers to how personal information is being weaponised against us with military efficiency. Every day, billions of dollars change hands
and countless decisions are made on the basis of our likes
and dislikes, our friends and families, our relationships and
conversations. These scraps of data, each one harmless
enough on its own, are carefully assembled, synthesised,
traded, and sold.

Data Processor
According to Article 4 (6) of the GDPR, Data Processor is a
natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other
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body which processes personal data on behalf of the controller

Data Subject
According to Article 4 (1) of the GDPR, Data Subject is an
identified natural person or a natural person who can be
identified, directly or indirectly, by means reasonably likely
to be used by the controller or by any other natural or legal
person, in particular by reference to an identification number, location data, online identifier or to one or more factors
specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that person.

more easily receive personal data from EU entities under EU
privacy laws meant to protect European Union citizens. The
EU–US Privacy Shield is a replacement for the International
Safe Harbor Privacy Principles, which were declared invalid
by the European Court of Justice in October 2015. More information can be found here.

FIPPs – Fair Information Practice Principles
Mainly a US-based accepted framework of defining principles to be used in evaluation and consideration of systems,
processes and programs that affect individual privacy. More
information here.

Demand-side platform (DSP)

FTC – US Federal Trade Commission

A DSP is a system that allows buyers of digital advertising inventory to manage multiple ad exchange and data exchange
accounts through one interface. Real-time bidding for displaying online advertising takes place within the ad exchanges, and by utilising a DSP, marketers can manage their bids
for the banners and the pricing for the data that they are
layering on to target their audiences. Much like Paid Search,
using DSPs allows users to optimise based on set Key Performance Indicators such as effective cost per click (eCPC), and
effective cost per action (eCPA).

The FTC can be considered the US counterpart to European
Data Protection Authorities. Its mission is to prevent business practices that are anticompetitive or deceptive or unfair
to consumers; to enhance informed consumer choice and
public understanding of the competitive process; and to accomplish this without unduly burdening legitimate business
activity. Created in 1914, Congress gave the FTC the authority
to adopt industry-wide trade regulation rules in 1975. More
information here.

DMP (Data Management Platform)

The GDPR is a legal framework that sets guidelines for the
collection and processing of personal information from individuals who live in the European Union (EU). Read our latest
guide here for the full lowdown.

A DMP is a software platform that gathers data from a range
of sources. For internal data, DMPs pull from CRM software
or from company-owned channels like websites or email.
For external data, DMPs connect to third-party data brokers
or corporate partners. Once they’ve gathered the data, they
organise it to build a profile of each individual customer (the
data in DMPs is usually anonymised). They then share information on audiences with digital ad platforms and in-house
marketing channels, so those platforms know who to serve
which ads or content. DMPs in turn collect information on ad
performance to analyse and improve future ad purchases.

GDPR – General Data Protection Regulation

GRC – Governance, Risk and Compliance
GRC is the umbrella term covering an organisation’s approach across 3 main areas: governance, risk management
and compliance.

ICO - Information Commissioner’s Office

Authorities based across the world including in each EU
country and tasked with information privacy. For a complete
list per country, see here.

The ICO is the UK’s independent authority set up to uphold
information rights in the public interest promoting openness
by public bodies and data privacy for individuals. It’s the office responsible for the enforcement of the Data Protection
Act 1998, and also responsible for Freedom of Information
More information here.

DPIA – Data Protection Impact Assessment

Impression

The DPIA is a decision tool used by organisations to identify
and mitigate data Privacy risks. See examples on how to conduct DPIAs for the ICO and the PIA (Privacy Impact Assessment) for the CNIL.

An impression (in the context of online advertising) is when
an ad is fetched from its source, and is countable. Whether
the ad is clicked is not taken into account. Each time an ad is
fetched, it is counted as one impression.

EU–US Privacy Shield

Online advertising

The EU–U.S. Privacy Shield is a framework for regulating
transatlantic exchanges of personal data for commercial
purposes between the European Union and the United
States. One of its purposes is to enable US companies to

Online advertising, also known as online marketing, Internet advertising, digital advertising or web advertising, is a
form of marketing and advertising which uses the Internet
to deliver promotional marketing messages to consumers.

DPA – Data Protection Authority
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Many consumers find online advertising disruptive and have
increasingly turned to ad blocking for a variety of reasons.

Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
Personally identifiable information, or PII, is any data that
could potentially be used to identify a particular person. Examples include a full name, Social Security number, driver’s
license number, bank account number, passport number,
and email address. PII is referred to in the context of data
breaches and identity theft. If a company or organisation
suffers a data breach, a significant concern is what PII might
be exposed – the personal data of the customers that do
business or otherwise interact with the entity. Exposed PII
can be sold on the dark web and used to commit identity
theft, putting breach victims at risk.

Privacy by Design (PbD)
PbD is an approach to protecting Privacy by embedding it
into the design specifications of technologies, business practices, and physical infrastructures. That means building in
privacy up front – right into the design specifications and architecture of new systems and processes. The 7 foundational principles of Privacy by Design can be found here.

Profiling
Data profiling is the process of examining the data available
from an existing information source (e.g. a database or a file)
and collecting statistics or informative summaries about that
data.

Programmatic ad buying
Programmatic Buying describes online display advertising
that is aggregated, booked, flighted, analysed and optimised
via demand side software interfaces and algorithms. While it
includes RTB it also includes non RTB methods and buy types
such as Facebook Ads API and the Google Display Network.
Programmatic also implies the use of multi-sourced data signals to inform targeting and optimisation decisions.

Programmatic marketing
Programmatic marketing uses real time systems, rules and
algorithms to automate the delivery of data driven, targeted
and relevant experiences to consumers as they interact with
a brand’s many touch points. The experiences include targeted offers, messages, content or ads across paid, owned and
earned channels.

Pseudonymous data
The European Parliament and the Council of the European
Union define pseudonymous data as personal data that cannot be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of
additional information, as long as such additional information is kept separately and subject to technical and organisational measures to ensure non-attribution.

Quantified Self
The Quantified Self movement defines the self-tracking,
measurement and quantification of all aspects of daily life
using technology like applications and wearable smart devices, such as activity trackers or sleep monitors.

Real-time bidding (RTB)
RTB is a means by which advertising inventory is bought and
sold on a per-impression basis, via programmatic instantaneous auction, similar to financial markets. With real-time
bidding, advertising buyers bid on an impression and, if the
bid is won, the buyer’s ad is instantly displayed on the publisher’s site. Real-time bidding lets advertisers manage and
optimise ads from multiple ad-networks by granting the user
access to a multitude of different networks, allowing them
to create and launch advertising campaigns, prioritise networks and allocate percentages of unsold inventory, known
as backfill.

The Right to be Forgotten (RTBF)
The right to be forgotten is the right to have negative private
information about a person removed from Internet searches
and other directories under certain circumstances. The concept that has been discussed and put into practice in the EU
since 2006. More info from the European Commission can
be found here.

The United Nations (UN)
The UN is an intergovernmental organisation to promote international co-operation. It has focused on the Right to Privacy in the Digital Age over the past years and appointed a UN
special rapporteur on Privacy, Joseph Cannataci, in July 2015.
More information here.

Third party
Third-party data is any information collected by an entity that
does not have a direct relationship with the user the data is
being collected on. Third-party data is often generated on
a variety of websites and platforms and is then aggregated
together by a third-party data provider such as a DMP.

About AT Internet
One of the world’s major players in digital analytics since 1996, AT Internet
helps companies measure their audience and optimise their digital performance across all marketing channels. From data collection to exploration,
activation and the sharing of insights, AT Internet’s Analytics Suite provides
fully reliable data for optimal decision-making company wide. The quality of
AT Internet’s solution and service has recently been recognised by leading independent industry studies. AT Internet’s digital analytics solution is used on
more than 20,000 sites and mobile applications around the world, across all
industries. With more than 200 employees, the company is present globally
via its customers, subsidiaries and partners.

DISCOVER YOUR DATA’S TRUE POTENTIAL
Request a demo at www.atinternet.com
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